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Challenge 1 – Times tables 
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Challenge 2 – Arithmetic/problem solving 
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Answers: 
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Challenge 3 – Understanding the correct order of operations 

 

Use your knowledge of the order of operations to correctly solve the below problems and 
match them to the correct answers. 
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Challenge 4 - English    

I am so glad you are enjoying A Midsummer Night’s dream! Remember the whole play is 
on the “My on” website so you can read it online as many times as you want without having 
to buy the book. Please see our class Dojo page for posts for more links, video clips of the play 
and information regarding the characters.  

Today’s writing task focusses on the cheeky, clever sprite named Puck. He is the first of the main 
fairy characters to appear in the play and creates drama for the humans by splitting up a young 
couple who get lost in the enchanted forest.   

Puck is also the servant of the fairy King Oberon who is angry with Titania (the fairy Queen). Oberon 
is jealous of Titania's fondness for her servant so Puck is sent to fetch a flower that, having been 
struck by Cupid's arrows, now has the power to induce love in anyone. Puck is then instructed by 
Oberon to use the love flower to fix the love entanglement occurring between the four, young 
Athenian people who are on a merry chase in the forest. He mistakenly administers the potion to a 
sleeping Lysander instead of Demetrius.  

 
For today’s mini-invent writing task, please can you describe the exciting, dramatic scene 
where Puck gives Lysander the love potion instead of Demetrius! There are many images 
online to use and I include some below too.  
Remember to use as much descriptive vocabulary from the green idea box as you can. 
 
 

Mini - invent checklist: 
Does your writing make sense and is it interesting to read? 
Have you used as many words as you can from the vocabulary idea box below? 
Have you described the scene in detail and given your readers an image in their mind? 
Can you begin some sentences with a main clause and some with a subordinate clause? Think 
carefully about your comma placement. 
Can you include a relative clause to describe the magic flower? 
Have you used capital letters, commas and full stops correctly? 
Can you include any additional high quality punctuation : semi-colons, dashes, exclamation marks? 
Have you used a variety of sentence starters - think ISPACE and EdIngLy? 
Have you included a variety of sentence types ( simple, compound and complex)? 
Have you written at least two thirds of a page? 
 
Vocabulary idea box: 
 
 
 

 

love potion                     concoction             slumber                shadows 

magical                         merry wanderer                   cherish               mistakenly 

enchanted                delicately                mortal              suspicious              dust 

silently                      glowing light                      sprinkle              colourful 

mysterious                petals                 flower of love                 heart            fairy 

moonlight                 sprite          spell              awaken         mischievous  
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Idea for how to begin your writing… 

As the small sprite fluttered his wings, he drifted  into the forest of dreams. He knew in his heart the 
task ahead of him was filled with danger and mischief.  His favourite kind of task! Puck grinned to 
himself as he clung tightly to the magical flower. The flower, which shone brightly against the leaves, 
possessed a powerful magic. Flying ever closer to the humans, Puck did not realise the sleeping 
fellow in front of him was not who he thought! 


